FORTZ LEGAL SUPPORT, LLC

Your Vision. Our Expertise.
We specialize in full-service trial
preparation and presentation.
NO JOB IS TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL, WE DO IT ALL!
Prior to trial, our consultants can help in all facets of trial preparation. This
includes building the trial database, developing the PowerPoint presentation
to be used during Opening Statement, graphic design of demonstratives and
timelines, preparing impeachment clips, and video clips of witnesses who are
testifying via their video deposition.

844.730.4066

SCHEDULING@FORTZLEGAL.COM

LET'S GET TO WORK!
During the course of trial, our consultants will manage the loading and
coding of information/data in the Trial Presentation Database. This
includes all documents, exhibits, video, audio, animations, native files (i.e.
Excel Spreadsheets, PowerPoint Presentations, Animations), deposition
transcripts and any other demonstratives you need to effectively present
your case. Our consultant will design the courtroom with high-tech
audio/visual equipment and they will be able to troubleshoot and support
all equipment in the event of any problems that may arise.
While in trial, our consultants will run, support and present all
demonstratives electronically. This includes, but is not limited to:
Instantly pull up exhibits and annotate, highlight and zoom in on them
in real time while the advocate is speaking soliciting testimony about
that exhibit.
Strategize with trial advocate on how to most effectively present the
evidence throughout the course of trial.
Practice and prepare witnesses and experts prior to testimony.
Create side-by-side comparison of documents, calling out sections of
each page simultaneously when needed.
Create custom animations/demonstratives to simplify complex
concepts.
Play audio and/or video testimony synchronized with the deposition
text transcript while displaying relevant documents, images, timelines
or animations.
Create deposition clips, even in court, to impeach inconsistent witness
testimony.
Create custom opening and closing presentations with the use of
PowerPoint to:
Introduce the jury to your cast of characters.
Display your exhibits and key documents when applicable.
Create demonstrative slides to help explain complex themes,
concepts, and terminology.
Create timeline while displaying key documents for each event.
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